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INTRODUCTION
Ž .Fix a nonsingular quadratic space U, q of dimension 2n over 2
Ž . Ž  .n 1 . Then either q has Witt index n q q or index n 12 n
Ž  . Ž . Ž .q q . Let E E q and O q be the associated extraspecial 2-group2 n
Ž . 12 nand full orthogonal group, respectively. Usually one writes E 2 if
 12 n Ž .q q and E 2 otherwise; the orthogonal group is written O q 2 n 
 Ž . Ž .O 2 . It is well known that the group of outer automorphisms Out E 2 n
Ž . Ž .  	O q , acting on EZ E U in the natural way. By Griess 3 the group
extension
UAut E O qŽ . Ž .
Ž .is nonsplit for n 3 and split for n 1, 2 . Indeed, it then represents the
2Ž Ž . . Ž .unique nontrivial cohomology class in H O q , U see Theorem 0 below .
Although the extraspecial 2-groups and their automorphism groups have
Ž  	.been studied extensively in the literature e.g., see 1, 3, 4 , some interest-
ing questions remain. In this paper we study the automorphism group
Ž . Ž .Aut E and its projective representations. We write AAut E or,
Ž .indicating its dependence on q, AA q . There is a parallel theory
dealing with central products of extraspecial 2-groups with cyclic groups of
Žorder 4, leading to corresponding extensions of the symplectic group see
.Appendix . Extraspecial p-groups for odd primes p behave quite differ-
ently.
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Ž .1 Automorphisms: Recall that a group is complete provided its
Ž .center is trivial and every automorphism is inner. We show that AA q
 Ž .  Ž Ž .is a complete group except when q q E dihedral or q q O 22 6 6
. Ž . Ž . S . In the exceptional cases Out A has order 2 Theorem 1 . The8
Ž .proof does not use the known fact that all automorphisms of O q are
Ž . Ž .inner, up to the ‘‘triality’’ automorphism admitted by O 2 D 2  2.8 4
Ž .  	2 Schur multipliers: From Steinberg 12 it is known that the Schur
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Žmultiplier M O q H O q , vanishes except when n 2, 3 where it2
.  Ž .has order 2 or q q where it is elementary of order 4 . We prove that8
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..M A is an elementary 2-group and that the natural map M A M O q
is an epimorphism whose kernel has order 2 or 4, the latter only occurring
 Ž .for q q Theorem 2 .6
Ž .3 Canonical extension groups: The canonical isomorphism
Ž . Ž . Ž .O q  Out E may be regarded as a coupling of the groups O q and
Ž . Ž .E E q in the sense of P. Hall and H. Wielandt . The task is to
Ž .construct all group extensions EGO q to this coupling. In general,
Ž .such extensions with nonabelian kernels need not exist. But in the
 	present situation existence is guaranteed by a result of Griess 3 . We shall
investigate in detail the cohomology involved. It turns out that there are
 Ž Ž .. exactly 2  M O q equivalence classes of such extensions except when
 Ž .q q where there are 8 classes , and nonequivalent extensions are4
Ž .represented by nonisomorphic groups Theorem 3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .For any such group G we have C E  Z E 
G and GZ E  A.G
Ž .Thus G is a proper central extension of AA q . By Theorem 2 it is a
Ž Ž ..covering group of A precisely when M O q  0, in which case G is the
unique covering group of A.
Ž . Ž .4 Representation groups: The group E E q has a unique faithful
irreducible character, say  . Its degree is 2 n, and it is rational valued. If E
is of positive type, then  can be written in the rationals; otherwise it is
realizable just in those fields in which 1 is a sum of two squares. A group
Ž . Ž .G as in 3 is called a representation group for AA q if there is a
Ž . Ž .complex character  Irr G extending  .
Ž . Ž .Recall that O q  q has index 2 in the orthogonal group unless
  Žq q or q q where the commutator factor group is elementary of2 4
.order 4 . Thus the character  then will be uniquely determined up to
Žmultiplication with a linear character of order 2 yielding the same value
.field . It is a faithful irreducible character of G of smallest possible degree
Ž Ž . n. 1  2 .
Ž Ž ..By basic Clifford theory  exists if M O q  0. Otherwise one has to
 	argue differently. Dade’s 1 extension theorem only applies in the solvable
Ž .case, e.g., for O 2  S wrZ . Excluding this case it turns out that there4 3 2
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Ž .are just two nonisomorphic representation groups, G, and we have  
'Ž . Ž 2 where the sign determines the isomorphism type of G Theo-
. Ž . rem 4 . The Schur index m   1 unless q q is of negative type and 2 n'Ž . Ž .   2 , in which case the index is 2. In the case excluded there
Ž  i4.exist four isomorphism types, the value field  e occurring twice.
Ž .5 Minimum degree representations: Assume n 4 and exclude q
 Ž Ž Ž .. .  	q so that M O q  0 . By Landazuri and Seitz 7 then every faithful8
Ž . Ž . nprojective representation of O q has degree greater than 2 . Suppose
Ž .RHO q is a finite group extension such that, under all the finite
Ž .groups mapping onto O q , H admits a faithful character,  , of smallest
Ž . npossible degree. Then we have  1  2 , and if G is a minimal supple-
ment to R in H then G is isomorphic to the unique covering group of
Ž . Ž . Ž .A q  Theorem 5 . It follows that  is irreducible on E RG E q
Ž . Ž .and that Z H  C E  1.H
 	This result is in the spirit of a paper by Feit and Tits 2 . It is easily seen
that it does not hold for q q nor for n 3.8
0. BACKGROUND
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let U, q , E E q , O q , and  Irr E be as in the Introduction
n ˆŽ Ž . . Ž . 1  2 . Let UHom U,  be the dual space. We identify UU2
ˆ ˆUU in the obvious way. The assignment u u   u de-ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ 2 ˆŽ .fines an endomorphism of UU whose cokernel S U is the symmetric
square and whose image, L, is contained in the kernel. We may identify
2 ˆ 2 2 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .S U H U,  via the Kunneth theorem. In this manner q S U is¨2
ˆ 1Ž . Ž .the cohomology class associated with E E q . Embedding UH U, 2
Ž .into the second cohomology through the Steenrod or Bockstein map we
get a natural exact sequence
ˆ 2 2 ˆ 2 ˆ0UH U,   S U  U  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .2
2 ˆŽ .We have L U . The symplectic form q related to the quadratic form˜
q should be considered as an element of L.
Ž .LEMMA 0. Excluding the case where E is dihedral of order 8, O q is
absolutely irreducible on U. Then q and q are the unique nontriial elements in˜
2 ˆ 2 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . U and S U , respectiely, which are fixed by O q .
ˆ 	For the first statement see Proposition 2.10.6 in 6 . Since UU as an
Ž . Ž . O q -module self-duality , this yields that q L is the unique nontriv-˜2
Ž . Ž .ial O q -invariant bilinear form on U. Now q is O q -invariant. Thus we
Ž .may and do identify q with the image of q in the above exact sequence.˜
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ˆŽ .Since O q does not stabilize any nonzero vector in U, we get the
uniqueness statement for q.
2 ˆŽ .We mention that q also is the unique nontrivial element in S U fixed
Ž .  Ž .by  q provided n 2. Sometimes it is useful to remember that  22 n
Ž .  Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .D 2 and  2  D 2 are of Lie type n 4 , as well as  2 n 2 n n 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .A 4 ,  2  A 2 , and  2  A 2 .1 6 3 6 3
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .There is also a natural isomorphism M U  U Kunneth . There-¨
fore the above exact sequence may also be considered to come from the
Ž .Universal Coefficient theorem UC . Recall that if C is a trivial A-module
for some group A, there is a natural exact sequence
	2UC 0 Ext AA, C H A , C  Hom M A , C  0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Whenever CG A is a central group extension, its cohomology class
Ž . Ž . Žis mapped onto the transgression homomorphism 	 : M A  C fittingG
Ž . Ž .into the exact homology sequence M G M A  CGG AA
. 1 induced . A projective -representation of A can be lifted to an
ordinary representation of G if and only if its cohomology class is
Ž . 2Ž .contained in the image of the dual map Schur . Here we identify H A,*
Ž . Ž .with the character group of M A via UC .
Ž .Now let AA q be the automorphism group of E. By uniqueness the
character  is stable under A. This determines an equivalence class of
Ž .nprojective representations 
 : AGL  whose restrictions to U 2
Ž . ŽInn E are not projectively equivalent to ordinary representations but are
.lifted by E .
Ž .PROPOSITION 0 Griess . There exists a group extension  G A2
Ž .A q lifting 
 .
 	For a proof we refer to 3, 4 . It follows that the unique monomorphism
Ž .  * sends 	 : M A   onto the Griess character g 2 G 2 
Ž Ž . . Ž .Hom M A ,* determined by  resp. the class of 
 . In particular g 
has order 2, as well as its restriction to U. We may identify
2 ˆŽ Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .Hom M U ,* Hom M U ,   U . The image of the restriction2
2 2 2 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .map Res: H A,  H U,   S U consists of elements which are2 2
Ž . Ž .fixed by O q . Using naturality of the UC sequences from Lemma 0 we
therefore get the following.
 Ž .COROLLARY. Excluding the case q q E dihedral the image of the2
2 2 ˆŽ Ž . . Ž .restriction map Res: H A q ,   S U is generated by the quadratic2
form q.
The corollary is false for q q. For if E is dihedral of order 8 then2
Ž .Aut E  E, and the quaternion group of order 16 provides for a coun-
terexample. In this case the dihedral and semidihedral groups of order 16
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are the unique canonical extension groups of E, and they are representa-
Ž .tion groups of Aut E . The faithful irreducible characters of the dihedral
and semidihedral groups of order 16 have Schur index 1 and the value
' 'Ž . Ž .fields  2 and  2 , respectively.
Ž . Ž . If E is the quaternion group of order 8 q q , then GL 3  2 S2 2 4
 Ž .and the binary octahedral group 2 S are the covering groups of Aut E4
 S . Here E embeds into the covering groups as the largest normal4
2-subgroup. The faithful irreducible characters of degree 2 of 2S have4
'Ž .Schur index 1 and value field  2 ; those of 2 S have Schur index 24'Ž .and value field  2 .
Ž .In the following we shall always assume that n 2 without loss .
THEOREM 0. The following statements hold:
Ž . 1Ž Ž . . 1 H O q , U  0 unless q q , in which case the group has order6
2.
Ž . 2Ž Ž . .2 H O q , U anishes for n 1, 2 and has order 2 otherwise.
 	 Ž .The first result is due to Pollatsek 8 . For n 2 and for n 1 the
Ž . Ž . Žmodule U is cohomologically trivial for  q and for O q . Use that
Ž . O 2 has a normal Sylow 3-subgroup  1. In the case q q the4 4
Ž . Ž . .  	module U is the Steinberg module for  q  A 4 . Griess 3 showed1
2Ž Ž . .  	that H O q , U  0 for n 3, and Sah 10 proved that the order of
2Ž Ž . .  H  q , U is 2 if q q with n 6 and if q q with n 7.2 n 2 n
2Ž Ž . .With the help of the computer it has been checked that H  q , U
has order 2 for q q , q and for q q , n 3, 4, 5, 6. Moreover,8 10 2 n
 2Ž Ž . .   Ž 2Ž Ž . .H O q , U  2 for q q but H  q , U  0 in contrast to the6
 	.statement in Theorem 1 of 3 .
Ž .Using the inflationrestriction sequence one infers from 1 that
1Ž Ž . . H  q , U  0 for q q . It follows that then the restriction map6
2Ž Ž . . 2Ž Ž . .H O q , U H  q , U is injective, which completes the proof of
Theorem 0.
The author is indebted to Derek Holt for carrying out the computations
Ž .on the basis of his GAP cohomology package . It is impressive that he was
Ž .  Ž .able to handle the ‘‘large’’ groups  2 and  2 .10 12
1. AUTOMORPHISMS
Ž . ŽKeep the notation and assumptions introduced above. O q acts ab-
. Ž .solutely irreducibly on U Lemma 0 and so has no nontrivial normal
Ž Ž .  . Ž .2-subgroups. Of course  q is simple unless q q . Hence UO A4 2
Ž . Žis the largest normal 2-subgroup of AA q as we ruled out the
. Ž . Ž .dihedral group . The action is faithful so that C U U and Z A  1.A
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Recall that the group of all automorphisms of A centralizing U and
Ž . Ž . Ž .hence O q , the group of equivalences of U AO q onto itself, is
1Ž Ž . .naturally isomorphic with the group Z O q , U of crossed homomor-
Ž . 1Ž Ž . .phisms. From C U U it follows that H O q , U maps injectively intoA
Ž .Out A .
1Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 1. The natural map H O q , U Out A q is an isomor-
Ž Ž .. phism. In particular, Out A q  1 unless q q .6
Ž .Proof. Let  be an automorphism of AA q . Then  acts on U and
Ž . Ž . on O q . For xO q and uU we describe these actions by writing x
Ž . Ž .and u for the images. The action of O q on U is also written u, x  ux.
Since this latter action is induced by conjugation in the group A, we have
ux u1 x .
ˆThe same relation holds true for the action on the dual module U and the
ˆ ˆ 2 ˆŽ . Ž .diagonal action on UU. Clearly the submodule L U of the
tensor square is stable under  . Hence we get a similar action on
2 ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .S U UUL. Thus we have
q qx q1 x
Ž . 1 Ž .for all xO q . It follows that q is left fixed by O q . By Lemma 0
we must have q q.
Consequently  induces on U an orthogonal transformation, say .
There is an inner automorphism  of A inducing . Replacing  by0
1 we may assume that  acts trivially on U. But then  also0
Ž . Ž .centralizes O q  AC U . This completes the proof.A
Ž .COROLLARY. Out A acts semiregularly on the set of all elements in
2Ž .H A,  restricting to q. Extensions belonging to the same orbit are repre-2
sented by isomorphic groups.
Ž .Proof. We have seen that the automorphisms of AA q preserve q.
Inner automorphisms act trivially on the cohomology. Let  be a noninner
Ž .automorphism of A so that q q . Let  G A be an extension6 2
whose cohomology class restricts to q; such an extension exists by the
Ž .Corollary to Proposition 0. Then we may identify E E q with the
Ž .inverse image in G of U, and EO G .2
Since  stabilizes q it may be lifted to an automorphism of E. There is
no automorphism of G lifting  . Otherwise this could be altered by an
inner automorphism of G such that it gets the identity on E. But an
Ž .automorphism of G centralizing E must centralize GC E  A too.G
Ž . On 2-cocycles the action of  may be described by f ,   f , where
 Ž   . Ž . f x , y  f x, y for all x, y A. Write G and G as crossed products
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 Ž .of A and  to the factor sets f and f , respectively. Then x, c 2 f
  Ž . x , c is an isomorphism G  G which induces  . Hence G and Gf
are isomorphic groups but represent nonequivalent central extensions of
A.
Ž .The corollary clearly is interesting only in the case Out A  1. Never-
Žtheless it will be useful for computing the Schur multiplier also in the
.Appendix .
2. SCHUR MULTIPLIERS
Ž Ž ..As already mentioned M O q is trivial up to some few cases, and at
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .any rate it is an elementary 2-group Steinberg . Of course M U  U
is also an  -space.2
Ž Ž ..THEOREM 2. The multiplier M A q is an elementary 2-group. The
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..natural map M A q M O q is epimorphic and its kernel has order
 1Ž Ž . . 2  H O q , U .
ˆ 1Ž . Ž .Proof. There are no nontrivial fixed points of O q on UH U,  ,2
Ž .which we also identify with Hom U,* . Hence the HochschildSerre
Ž . Ž .sequence to the group extension U AA q O q yields the exact
sequence
dInf 22 1 3ˆ0H O q ,   Ker Res H O q , U  H O q ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
2 2 ˆ 1, 1Ž . Ž .Here Res: H A,   S U is the restriction map, and d  d is the2 2 2
map obtained by taking cup products with the cohomology class of the
Ž  	.group extension cf. 5, Theorem 6.4 . Injectivity of the inflation map on
Ž . Ž Ž ..the left means that the dual map M A M O q is surjective.
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .In view of UC , Ext O q O q ,   Ext AA,  embeds into2 2
Ž . Ž .Ker Res via inflation . We may divide out these Ext-groups in the above
sequence.
The unique monomorphism  * gives rise to an embedding of this2
Ž .modified exact sequence into the analogous one with the trivial coeffi-
cients  replaced by *. We get a commutative diagram where the2
Ž Ž Ž Ž .. .vertical map on the left is an isomorphism Hom M O q ,  2
1 ˆ 1Ž Ž Ž .. .. Ž Ž . . Ž Ž .Hom M O q ,* and where the groups H O q , U and H O q ,
Ž ..Hom U,* are identified. From the Corollary to Proposition 0 it follows
2Ž . Ž .that H A,  Ker Res has order 2, and a corresponding statement2
holds with respect to *.
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Suppose we have shown that d is the zero map. Then we may infer that2
Hom M A ,  Hom M A ,*Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2
 Ž Ž ..   1Ž Ž . . has the order 2  M O q  H O q , U , and we are done. It remains to
Ž  1Ž Ž . .check that d  0 in the unique case q q where H O q , U  0;2 6
Ž . .this is not a trivial fact since AA q does not split over U . It is
convenient to postpone the proof of this fact to the next section.
Remark. Let q q. With a certain amount of computational effort6
one can show directly that d  0. We may identify U with the heart2
Ž . radical modulo socle of the natural permutation module, V, of S 8
Ž . Ž .O 2 over  by uniqueness of this irreducible module of dimension 6 .6 2
Ž .Computing the first and second cohomology of S on J V and U enables8
Ž .one to conclude that there is a group extension J V  X S such that8
Ž . 2 .X maps onto AA q . The cohomology class of X in H A,  is2
Ž . 2Ž Ž . .in Ker Res and is not inflated from H O q ,  . Use finally that2
1Ž Ž . .H O q , U has order 2.
3. CANONICAL EXTENSION GROUPS
Ž . Ž .We construct group extensions to the canonical coupling O q Out E
and show that different equivalence classes are represented by nonisomor-
phic groups. The approach will not depend on Theorem 2.
 Ž . Ž .   Ž Ž .. THEOREM 3. There are O q O q   M O q distinct equialence
classes of such canonical extensions. Nonequialent extensions are represented
by nonisomorphic groups.
Ž .Proof. Suppose that EGO q is such a canonical extension.
Ž .Then EO G and2
C E  Z E 
G and GZ E  AA q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G
Ž .We have a proper central extension  G A for which the cohomol-2
2Ž .ogy class is mapped onto q under the restriction map Res: H A,  2
2 ˆŽ . Ž .S U . Conversely, by the Corollary to Proposition 0 we know that Im Res
is generated by q. Hence there exists a central extension, G, such that the
Ž .inverse image in G of U may be identified with E E q .
Ž .Hence canonical extensions do exist. It is well known and easily seen
 2Ž Ž . Ž .. that, then, there are exactly H O q , Z E distinct equivalence classes
Ž .of such extensions. By UC we have
 2     H O q ,   O q O q   M O q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2
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It remains to show that different equivalence classes lead to nonisomor-
phic groups.
Ž .Suppose H and G represent canonical extensions of O q by E. Identify
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .O H  EO G and HZ E  AGZ E . Assume that there is2 2

a group isomorphism 
 : H G. Then 
 induces automorphisms on A
and on E. By Theorem 1 we may alter 
 by an inner automorphism of G
Ž . Ž .such that it induces the identity on O q and on U EZ E . But now 

1 ˆŽ Ž . Ž . .induces on E an inner automorphism Inn E  Z U,  U . We may2
Ž .modify 
 by an inner automorphism of G induced from E such that it is
Ž .the identity on both E and O q . In other words, 
 now describes an
Ž . Ž .equivalence between the extensions EHO q and EGO q .
Ž . 2Ž .Proof of Theorem 2 continued . Suppose H A,  is a cohomol-2
Ž .ogy class such that Res   q. Then the elements in the coset 
Ž . Ž .Ker Res are in 1-1 correspondence with the equivalence classes of central
Ž .group extensions  G A leading to canonical extensions of O q by2
ŽE. The classes of the canonical extensions are in 1-1 correspondence with
Ž 2Ž Ž . .. .the elements in  Inf H O q ,  .2
Ž .By the Corollary to Theorem 1 there is a semiregular action of Out A
Ž .on the coset Ker Res where each orbit leads to extensions repre-
sented by isomorphic groups. Hence combining Theorems 1 and 3 we
obtain that
   1   2 Ker Res  H O q , U  H O q ,  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2
In view of the HochschildSerre sequence this completes the proof of
1 ˆŽ Ž . .Theorem 2. As a consequence the cup product H O q , U 
2 3Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .H O q , U H O q ,  is the zero map.2
4. REPRESENTATION GROUPS
We will have to compute value fields of irreducible characters. The
following lemma is only needed for the prime p 2, but it is perhaps
enlightening to state it slightly more generally. Let F be a subfield of the
complex numbers.
LEMMA. Suppose H is a normal subgroup of some finite group G such
  Ž .that GH  p is a prime. Let  Irr H be a G-stable character, with
Ž . Ž . Ž .F   F, and let  Irr G be an extension which exists . Then either
Ž . Ž .F   F  for some pth root of unity,  , or F contains all pth roots of
p
p'Ž . Ž .unity and F   F c for some c F*  F* .
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This is a very special situation of Clifford theory. One associates to
Ž . 2Ž . , FG the Clifford obstruction   H GH, F* which vanishes ifF G
Ž . Ž . Žand only if there is   Irr G extending  such that F    F e.g.,
 	. Ž . Ž .see 11, Lemma 9 . Then F   F  as claimed. Otherwise the order of
Ž .  	  is p; hence F contains the pth roots of unity by 11, Theorem B .F G
2Ž .Now use that the cup product with a generator of H GH, gives an
ˆ 0 p 2Ž . Ž .isomorphism from H GH, F*  F*F* to H GH, F* , and use
Ž . Ž .functoriality of   with regard to F. Note that the character fieldF Gp'Ž .F c obtained is independent of the generator chosen and is the same for
all characters of G extending  .
Ž .Recall that an extension group, G, to the canonical coupling of O q
Ž . Ž .with E E q is a representation group of AA q if there is a
Ž . Ž .character  Irr G extending  . The field   of character values is
independent of the chosen extension since GG is elementary of order 2
or 4, the latter only occurring for q q.4
 Ž . Ž . THEOREM 4. There are just O q O q  distinct representation groups,
G. For any faithful irreducible character,  , of G of degree 2 n we hae
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .   2 or  2 , depending on the isomorphism type of G. For
 Ž  Ž . Ž .  . Ž .q q where O q O q   4 in addition the alue field   4
Ž  i4. e occurs two times. At any rate,  is rational alued.G 
Ž Ž . .Proof. Consider the Griess character g Hom M A ,* . By Propo-
Žsition 0 it has order 2 which of course now is also a consequence of
.Theorem 2 . A central extension  G A gives rise to a representa-2
tion group if and only if 	 maps onto g . Then the cohomology class ofG 
G restricts to q, and G is a canonical extension group lifting some
projective -representation 
 of A associated to  .
Ž .It follows from UC that there are as many different equivalence classes
of such central extensions as there are elements in the group
Ext AA,   Ext O q O q ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2
which has order 2 unless q q. Application of Theorem 3 yields that4
Ždistinct classes are represented by nonisomorphic groups since the differ-
2Ž Ž . ..ence of two classes is inflated from H O q ,  .2
Ž .Now let G be a representation group, and let  Irr G be a character
Ž Ž . Ž ..extending  . Then  is faithful as C E  Z E . It is well known howG
Ž .to compute the values of  a la HallHigman . Every coset of E in G`
Ž .  Ž .  2  Ž . Ž . contains an element x with  x  0, and then  x  C x : Z EE
 Ž .  Ž  	 . C x see 9, Lemma 1.1 for a lucid proof . More precisely, we haveU
 x    2 sŽ x .Ž .
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1Ž . Ž .for some 4th root of unity,  , and some s x  , where s x   if and2
Ž . Ž  	.only if x belongs to the inverse image in G of  q cf. 4, p. 144 . Let
Ž .HG and let   . Then E
H, and H is the inverse image of  qH
in G unless q q. Since  is rational valued and, therefore, all Galois4
conjugates   extend  and are of the form      for some linear
Ž .character  of G, we see that   .
Ž . Suppose F is a splitting field for  with F F  . If q q is of2 n
Žnegative type, this requires that 1 is a sum of two squares in F. That
Ž . .m   2 here may be seen from the FrobeniusSchur count. By an
Ž .elementary property of Schur indices m  is a divisor ofF
m    ,   F  ,  : F   1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F E
Ž .Hence there is a faithful, absolutely irreducible FG-module V affording
Ž . Ž . . Embedding G into GL V we see that the normalizer N E GCGL ŽV .
Ž .is a central product over Z E , C F* being the group of scalar multipli-
cations on V. If 1 is not a square in F, then G is the unique central
Ž .  Ž Ž .. factor of C KrullSchmidt . Otherwise there are Hom GG, ZZ E
Ž . 2 resp. 4 for q q such factors. Evidently these are representation4
Ž .groups of AA q . Since they differ from G by commutator extensions
Ž .classified through Ext AA,  , they represent the pairwise nonisomor-2
Ž .phic though isoclinic representation groups.
 Ž .Suppose first that q q . Choose xG H with  x  0. Then4' 'Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž x  2 or 2 , and     x by the lemma since H is the
Ž . .inverse image in G of  q and  is rational valued . Moreover, then
Ž Ž . 2 .G HHxi is the other representation group within GL V ; i 1 .0
Ž . Ž Ž ..If  is the character of G afforded by V then    i x .0 0 0
It remains to examine the case q q. Here GH is a fours group. Let4
G , G , and G be the three distinct subgroups of G with index 2, say G0 1 2 0
Ž . Ž .being the inverse image in G of  q . Choose x G H with  x  0.j j j' 'Ž . Ž .Then  x 1 or i and  x  2 or  2 for j 1, 2. If0 j
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. x is rational, then     x   x by the lemma.0 1 2
Otherwise we have
   i ,  x  i ,  x  e i4 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž Ž ..Passing to isoclinic variants of G within GL V we see that both
Ž .situations happen, the first one with both options on  x , j 1, 2. Thej
 i4Ž .8th cyclotomic field  e occurs twice.
Ž . Ž . COROLLARY of the proof . The Schur index m   1 unless q q 2 n'Ž . Ž .is of negatie type and    2 , in which case the index is 2.
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5. MINIMUM DEGREE REPRESENTATIONS
Ž .Suppose X is a finite group. Then let  X denote the minimum of the0
Ždegrees of all faithful characters of X. A faithful character of X of
Ž . .degree  X need not be irreducible, in general. Similarly denote by0
Ž . Ž . X the minimum degree of the faithful projective  representa-c
 	 Ž .tions of X. Landazuri and Seitz 7 examined  X for groups X of Liec
Ž . Ž .  	type. Clearly  X   X and, following Feit and Tits 2 one may askc 0
Ž .whether  X may be decreased if one allows noncentral extensions of X.c
Ž .So define  X as the minimum of the degrees of the faithful representa-
tions of all the finite groups having X as epimorphic image.
 	 Ž . Ž .It is shown in 2 that if X is a simple group and  X   X thenc
Ž . X is a 2-power. This uses the classification of the finite simple groups
Ž  	 .which at the time of publication of 2 has been almost completed .
 Ž Ž .. nLEMMA. Assume that n 4 and exclude q q . Then   q  2 8
Ž Ž .. O q .
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..It is obvious that   q   O q . By Theorem 4 we have  O q
n  	 Ž . 2 . By Landazuri and Seitz 7 every faithful projective representation
Ž . n Ž Ž ..of  q has degree greater than 2 . Note that M  q  0 by assumption
Ž .  	 Ž Ž .. mSteinberg . From the Theorem in 2 it follows that   q  2 for
some integer m n. Moreover, there is an irreducible representation
Ž . Ž . q  Sp 2 . This forces that m n.2 m
THEOREM 5. Assume again that n 4 and exclude q q. Let RH8
Ž .O q be a finite extension such that H admits a faithful character,  , of
Ž Ž .. ndegree  O q  2 . Suppose G is a minimal supplement to R in H. Then
GG is a cyclic 2-group, and G is isomorphic to the unique coering group
Ž . Ž . Ž .of A q . In particular,  is irreducible on E RG E q and Z H
Ž . C E  1.H
Ž .Proof. Let AA q , as usual. By virtue of the inflationrestriction
Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence M A M A , which has order 2 Theorem 2 . So there is a
Ž . Ž .unique perfect group G* which maps onto  q and which has Z G*  1,
and this G* is isomorphic to the commutator subgroup of any representa-
tion group for A. We assert that GG*.
Ž .Observe that GNN q is simple. By construction GG is a
cyclic 2-group and N RG is in the Frattini subgroup of G. In
particular N is nilpotent. It is also evident that  is irreducible. ByG
 	Landazuri and Seitz 7 N cannot be central in G.
Let Y be a G-invariant subgroup of N, and let T be the inertia group in
Ž .G of some irreducible constituent of  . By Clifford there is  Irr TY
such that    G is induced. We haveG
n T N  2   1   1  G : TN .Ž . Ž .
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If TNG, then TG as N is in the Frattini subgroup of G. If
Ž Ž .. T NŽ . Ž .TNGN, then   q   1   1 2, in contrast to the lemma.
Ž .Otherwise the permutation representation on the right cosets of TN in
Ž .   nG gives rise to a faithful character of O q of degree G : TN  1 2 ,
which again is impossible by the lemma. Thus TG and  is homoge-Y
Žneous. If Y is abelian, then necessarily Y is cyclic and central in G even
. Žin H . If Y is not abelian, then the second Fong reduction stable Clifford
.theory applies and we similarly obtain that  must be irreducible.Y
In particular N is not abelian. Let E
N be a minimal nonabelian
Ž .normal subgroup of G. Then  is irreducible and faithful and N ECE
Ž . Ž .where C C E is cyclic and central in G even in H . We are going toG
Ž .show that E E q .
Either E is an extraspecial p-group of exponent p 2, or an extraspe-
cial 2-group, or the central product of an extraspecial 2-group with a cyclic
Ž Ž . ngroup of order 4. The first case cannot happen since  1  2 ; alterna-
 	.tively, GC would split over NC by a standard argument 2 . If E is an
Ž .extraspecial 2-group we necessarily have E E q , because then GN
Ž . Ž .O q acts faithfully and irreducibly on U EZ E , preserving the
  2 nquadratic squaring form defined by E. Note that U  2 . In the last case
G preserves the symplectic commutator form on U defined by E, whence
Ž .O q appears as an irreducible subgroup of
Sp U  Sp 2 .Ž . Ž .2 n
Ž .From the knowledge of the maximal subgroups of Sp 2 one infers that2 n
Ž . Ž .O q is mapped onto a maximal parabolic subgroup of Sp 2 of type2 n
 Ž . Ž  	.O 2 stabilizing a hyperplane see the Main Theorem in 6, Table 3.5.C .2 n
But this implies that G normalizes some extraspecial subgroup of E of
index 2, against our choice of E.
Ž .It follows that GC A. By the exact homology sequence M A maps
 Ž .  Ž .onto G C. From M A  2 and Z E  E
G we conclude that
Ž .G C Z E . We even have E
G since G acts irreducibly on
Ž .U EZ E . Consequently GN E and GG*, as desired.
APPENDIX
12 n ˜Ž .Let E E q  2 be as before, and let E EZ be the central
˜Ž .product with a cyclic group Z Z of order 4. Identify U with Inn E 4
E˜Z and the symplectic form q with the commutator form on U defined˜
˜ ˜ ˜Ž .by E. Let AA q be the group of all automorphisms of E centralizing˜
Z. We have a group extension
˜U A Sp U  Sp qŽ . Ž .˜
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Ž  	. Ž .which is nonsplit for n 3 Griess 3 and n 2 computer . By Pollatsek
 	  1Ž Ž . .   	 Ž Ž ..8 H Sp U , U  2 unless n 1, and by Steinberg 12 M Sp U  0
for all n 4.
Ž .The monomorphism   Z induces the zero map Ext U,  2 2
Ž . Ž .Ext U, Z . This yields a natural splitting of the UC sequence for Z. In
particular,
2 ˆ 2 ˆH U, Z  Ext U, Z Hom M U , Z U UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 ˆŽ . Ž .as an Sp U -module. Here q U is the unique nontrivial element˜
Ž .which is fixed by Sp U , and it is the cohomology class assigned to
˜  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E E q cf. Lemma 0 . We have E q Z E q Z, and there are˜ 2 n 2 n
˜Ž .two complex conjugate faithful irreducible characters of E, each being
˜stable under A.
Ž .Let F i and let V be an FE-module affording  . Embed E into
Ž . Ž . Ž .GL V and let H N E and C C E . Then C F* consistsq GLŽV . GLŽV .
Ž .of scalar multiplications, and H EC q by Theorem 4. We identifyq
˜ ˜² : Ž . Ž .Z i and E EZ . Let HN E . Then HC is isomorphicGL ŽV .
˜ Ž .to a subgroup of A, and HH for both types of q positive or negative .q
˜It follows that HC A except possibly when n 1. Clearly H C
Ž . Ž . Ž .E Z E . If n 2 then O q is a proper subgroup of Sp q  and, by the˜
˜Ž .exact homology sequence, the finite group M A must map onto H C
 Z.
Ž . Ž .For n 3 the symplectic group Sp q is perfect simple . In this case we˜
˜˜ Ž .have a group extension EGH Sp q to the canonical coupling˜
 ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .Sp q  AInn E which, in addition, admits a faithful irreducible char-˜
n Ž . Ž .acter of degree 2 having F i as value field with Schur index 1 .
Passing from n to n 1 by considering the centralizer of a central factor
of E of order 8 we see that the same holds true for n 2, 1.
2 ˜Ž .We infer that the image of the restriction map Res: H A, Z 
2Ž . Ž .H U, Z is generated by q cf. the Corollary to Proposition 0 . Showing˜
˜ ˜Ž . Ž Ž .that Aut A preserves q, Theorem 1 carries over so that Out A ˜
1Ž Ž . . .H Sp U , U is not trivial for n 2 . The proofs for Theorems 2 and 3
apply likewise. In particular, the cup product with a generator of the
˜ Ž .cohomology class of U A Sp U gives rise to the zero map
1, 1 1 ˆ 3Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .d : H Sp U , U H Sp U , Z in the corresponding Hochschild2
Serre sequence.
˜Ž .We obtain that the multiplier M A has order 2 for n 1, is of type
Z  Z for n 2, 3, and is cyclic of order 4 otherwise. As observed above4 2
˜ Ž .there exists a representation group G whose complex conjugate faithful
n Ž .irreducible characters of degree 2 have value field  i . For n 1, 2
there is one further representation group yielding the character field
Ž  i4. Ž  . e . For n 1 this is the central product 2 S Z. For n 2 there4
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are even two more canonical extension groups without admitting charac-
ters of this kind. For n 3 there are two equivalence classes of extensions
Žto the canonical coupling, where one is a representation group namely
.that described above .
˜ Ž .If n 4 then the covering group of AA q is the unique extension˜
Ž Ž .. nto the canonical coupling. Then we have  Sp q  2 , and Theorem 5˜
carries over.
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